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My Big Bear, My
Little Bear, and Me
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Level
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Having two bear friends is better than having one, especially
when one is big and the other small. A little child out for an
adventure through the snow finds it easy to appreciate big bear
for keeping her warm, carrying her on their shoulders, and
showing her new things. Little bear is really soft, fun to take care
of, and really good at making friends. With so many things to love
about each, she takes her two bears everywhere.
While the story is a little sparse, the simple words and pictures
are direct and easy for a small child to understand. It is unclear
who or what big bear is, leaving readers to speculate if it’s a dad,
big brother, or an actual bear. The ending gives readers a better
idea and underscores the purpose of the story, which is to help
children to appreciate different things in different people. Small
children will appreciate the pictures as they are all from the
child’s point of view.
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